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Every day over 3,000 children and adolescents are killed or seriously injured on the world's roads.

What makes it even more disturbing is that so many of these young people are involved in traffic crashes on their way to and from school.

We owe it to our kids – and to their families and loved ones – to do everything we can to stop these tragedies.
"There is nothing more fearful for a FedEx Courier than a child darting out in front of your truck"

DAVID J. BRONCZEK, PRESIDENT AND CEO, FEDEX EXPRESS.
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The Process

Discussion with school -> Coding around school -> Current Star Rating -> Treatment suggestions -> Implementation

Assessment of treatments -> Upgrade Star Rating -> Quality Assurance -> Results published -> Pupils educated
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Treatments
- Pedestrian crossing signalised
- Traffic calming
- Review coding data
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SR4S Coordinators

- Global Road Safety Partnership
- FIA
- Global Alliance of NGOs for Road Safety
- AMEND
- YOURS
- AIP Foundation
- World Resources Institute
- Safe Kids Worldwide
Number of schools supported: 476 schools
Incremental Star Rating improvements: 97.2 Stars
Estimated lives saved annually: 4,858 lives
Number of children made safer: 87,500 children
Population impacted: 886,470 people
$ invested: $98,368
Number of hours invested: 3,830 hrs